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Crimefest

Reports of panels attended

by Carol Westron and Jennifer Palmer.
Of course, reports of the panels, fascinating though most of those panels were, cannot give the full flavour of
Crimefest. Equally enjoyable and valuable are the times when it's possible to catch up with old friends and make
new ones over coffee, lunch or dinner.
Report by Carol Westron
Thursday
Writing Duos: How Not to Come to Blows When You're Both Writing the Same Book.

Panel: Karen Perry (Karen Gillece & Paul Perry) Michael Stanley (Michael Sears & Stanley Trollip)
Moderator: Jake Kerridge.
This was a fascinating panel, as two teams of writers described their writing process. Paul Perry and Karen Gillece
met at a literary festival; he was already a well-known poet and she was an established novelist. Now that they
have sorted out their routine and they each write alternate chapters in the viewpoint of the two main protagonists,
one male and one female. Because they both live in Dublin it is easy for them to get together but the actual writing
is always done apart from each other.
Michael Sears and Stanley Trollip do not live near each other and do most of their consultation by Skype, although
they do get together to visit Zimbabwe where their books are set. They do not do alternate chapters but each write
sections, which are not necessarily in order.
Both sets of panellists agreed that the essential thing when working as a duo was to learn to subdue one's own ego,
to trust one's writing partner and to give and take criticism without resentment. Both also agreed that because there
is an in-built, on-going editorial process in sharing work, so that often there is less need for editing in the end.
Report by Jennifer Palmer & Carol Westron
Thursday
Do You Think You're Cosy?
Panel: Cathy Ace, L.C. (Len)Tyler, Christopher Fowler, Clea Simon.
Participating Moderator: James Runcie.
The discussion started with definitions of cosy - Cathy Ace defined it as having no strong language, no animals
and/or children hurt and a finale in which the good are rewarded and the baddies get their just desserts!
Christopher Fowler concurred with the lack of swearing and added not much sex, jolly coppers and an interesting
setting. He added that cosies are criticised for a lack of realism but that the so-called gritty crime novels are no
more realistic.
L.C. Tyler felt that the negatives should be counteracted by the positives - that cosies are traditional mysteries,
they hark back to the Golden Age, they have plot structure and they are character based. Cathy Ace insisted that
the humour has to come from within the characters and if you set out to be funny it doesn't work.
James Runcie remarked that eccentricity seemed to be a prominent characteristic of many cosy characters. Clea
Simon agreed that in a cosy you could explore any topics you want because you are not the servant of the plot,
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as in writing a thriller. Christopher Fowler commented that he has found himself in danger of being imprisoned by
the world he has created.
Further comments really followed the theme of what a cosy should include: the topics put forward involved the use
of humour, an element of realism in setting and characterisation and limited emphasis on violence. It was suggested that in cosy crime we think the best of people and in noir the worst. The humour was felt to be from inside the
characters. The concentration of a cosy is not on the killer but on the victims and the detective sifts the evidence in
a logical way to find a killer who is not mad. Finally the solution of the crime in a cosy gives a satisfying denouement which would not be reached in real life!
James Runcie pointed out that crime fiction is just that, fiction, and whether cosy or noir it was a made-up story in
a made-up world. Cathy Ace said that the important thing was that the cosy author set up a contract with the reader
that all will end well for the good characters. James Runcie added that the cosy starts off believing the best of people and the noir starts off believing the worst.
When asked if they had ever used their writing as a fictional revenge that was bloodless in the real world, Len,
Clea, Simon and Christopher all said that they had and Christopher admitted writing a whole book as revenge on
somebody, the problem being that when they read it they loved it.
When requested to define their books without using the term cosy, Cathy went for traditional, Christopher for peculiar, Clea for character driven and Len for funny.
Report by Carol Westron
Thursday
Forgotten Authors

Panel: John Curran, Guy Fraser-Sampson, Jessica Mann, Susan Moody, L.C. (Len) Tyler.
Participating Moderator: Martin Edwards
This was a very full panel but each panellist spoke about their chosen author and explained why they still have a
lot to offer readers today.
John Curran talked about Patricia Moyes and said that she has been described as the author who puts the 'who'
back into 'whodunnit.' He also remarked that it has been said that the Golden Age ends when Patricia Moyes
stopped writing.
Jessica Mann talked about Celia Fremlin, a writer who finds terror in ordinary things. Jessica said that Fremlin did
not write straight crime fiction but manages to curdle your blood writing about things that do not usually scare you.
Guy Fraser-Sampson talked about Ngaio Marsh. He said that by making her detective a police officer, Marsh made
her stories more believable than other Golden Age writers. He praised the books with a theatre background and
claimed that stylistically Marsh was on a par with Sayers and Allingham. During question time there was a strong
feeling that Marsh was not a forgotten author and Guy admitted that 'neglected' would be a more accurate term.
Susan Moody talked about Ursula Curtiss, an American writer who was the daughter, sister and niece of writers.
She said that Curtiss fitted into the sub-genre of malice domestic as she wrote layer upon layer of domestic details
which lead to violence.
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L.C. Tyler talked about Colin Watson who once sued Private Eye for saying he wasn't funny and won! Watson
wrote with a rabelaisian humour and portrayed the baser parts of human nature as farce. He was critical of the traditions of the Golden Age and wrote Snobbery With Violence, which explores his perception of the social attitudes
that underpin the Golden Age.
Martin Edwards spoke briefly about R.C. Wodethorpe, a Glaswegian who taught in an English public school and
wrote books that were more social comedy than detection.
Report by Carol Westron
Friday
An Unsuitable Job for a Woman? Does Your Protagonist Know her place?
Panel: James Law, Jessica Mann, Kate Medina, Zoe Sharp
Participating Moderator: Yrsa Siguroardottir.
Each of the panel described their lead protagonist.
Zoe Sharp's lead protagonist is Charlie Fox, who was thrown out of the army and has worked as a bodyguard, she
now works on teaching women how to defend themselves. Charlie is well aware of her propensity towards violence as a solution and tries to control it.
James Law's protagonist is Dan, a Royal Navy investigator. She is small and slightly built but tough, a woman
who knows how to defend herself. James said that when talking to his sister he was struck by the difference in her
experience of life in the Navy compared to his own.
Jessica Mann's protagonist, Tamara Hoyland has been around for several years. In her first adventures she was a
young woman but now she is middle-aged and is trying to get back to investigative work.
Kate Medina's first book was set in the mine fields of Cambodia and her protagonist is a mine clearer. Her latest
protagonist is a counsellor.
When asked about writing violence in their books, Zoe said there was no need to be explicit in descriptions of violence or the effects of it – quiet deaths were the most effective. Kate said that psychological violence was more
interesting than physical. James said that for him the vital thing was the protagonist feeling powerless and the
reader sharing that.
Report by Carol Westron
Friday
The Swinging 60s: Crime in a Decade of Counterculture, Revolution and Craaaaazy Man.

Panel: John Bayliss, J.M. (Jeff) Gulvin, Simon Michael, Peter Murphy.
Participating Moderator: Andrew Taylor
All of the panel who were old enough described their memories of the 60s. They were then asked why they had
chosen to write about the 60s and all agreed it was easier to write without the constrictions of modern forensics.
Simon said that it was easier not to bother with DNA tests and forensic stuff. John said that amateur detectives
were on a more equal level with the police. Peter said that they did not have to worry about forensics and the CSI
effect. Jeff said that the story was revealed by questioning. Andrew remarked that the 60s offered a more human
framework. Peter and Andrew both noted that the death penalty really ups the ante. When asked about research
John said he watches a lot of films made at that time. He writes the book then does most of the research. Simon
said that he does a lot of internet research. He admitted that he had once made the error of misnaming courts by
using their new name instead of the old . Jeff commented that Americans have a great sense of their history and he
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he gathers together lots of details then drops a few of them in. Peter relies mainly on his memory, with some help
from Google. He also consults the records at the Law Library. He said that his memory is not always foolproof
and he once had his heroes driving on a road that was not built until twenty years later.
The panel was asked if they could not write in the 60s what time period would they write in. Jeff chose the 1920s;
Peter picked the 1920s-30s; Simon said at least 150 years in the future; John chose the early 17th Century.
Report by Carol Westron
Friday
Deadly Duos: Partners and Sidekicks.

Panel: Vaseem Khan, Suzette A. Hill, Matt Bendoris, , Caro Ramsey.
Participating Moderator: L.C. (Len) Tyler.
The range of partners and sidekicks was diverse, not to say eccentric. Vaseem's detective is Inspector Chopra and
the sidekick is a baby elephant, Ganesh. Suzette's detective partners are a cat and dog, Maurice and Bouncer, both
of whom think they are in charge. Matt's detective is an ageing investigative journalist, April Lavender, and her
young sidekick, Connor Presley. Len's contemporary detective is writer Ethelred Tressider, assisted by his literary
agent Elsie Thirkettle. In the 17th Century, Len's hero, John Grey, is helped by Araminta, a girl he has known all
of his life but who has married somebody else. Caro complained that she felt the odd one out with her relatively
normal police duo, Anderson and Costello.
The panel were asked why they found it useful to have a duo. Caro explained that her two detectives had
contrasting skills; they argue between themselves but always stand together against the rest of the world. She
added that it was useful to have one slightly thicker one to ask the questions the reader wants to ask. Matt agreed
that April and Connor have completely different skills, which is useful when something needs to be elucidated.
Vaseem explained that Chandra and Ganesh complement each other and introducing a baby elephant adds to the
comedy. Suzette said that cats and dogs are very good at undercover work and tailing people, especially as
nobody ever notices them or realises they are listening.
Report by Jennifer Palmer.
I spent my Friday morning in a pleasing series of 20 minute Spotlight

talks.

Frances Brody on WPC 25, Lilian Wyles, A Woman in Scotland Yard. Lilian was a very early policewoman at the Met, 1919 to 1949, reaching the rank of detective chief inspector. The work of early
women police took them into slums to deal with squalid sex crimes. Though they witnessed appalling
cases the early policewomen were excluded from the magistrates court since what they heard there was
not fit for ladies' ears!
The policemen did not appreciate the arrival of policewomen, even though they were happy to pass on work such
as finding lost dogs, fetching the barrow for drunks and, of course, dealing with prostitutes, so many rejoiced
when cuts threatened their very existence of a female police force in 1918.
Lilian's decision to break ranks with her colleagues to retain a job obviously caused great bitterness and her further decision to defend an Inspector's actions in an investigation of police action in the Savidge case of 1928 must
have added to the enmity of the policewomen towards her although it gave her male support!
That Lilian rejoiced in her good luck in being a woman born in the period between 1885 and 1895 because they
had much better status than in earlier times and could be pioneers is a fascinating conclusion for her to have
reached. How might that make modern women feel?!
Kat Hall looked at Hidden Gems of German Crime Fiction. She was able to tell us of German crime fiction (der
Krimi), translated into English from 1828 to the present day. This information is to be found in the book on
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book on German Crime Fiction that she has edited. She looked at books in German which therefore included Austrian and Swiss books. There is, indeed, a superb range of books - from Adolph Meuner's The Calibre in 1828 to
Turkish German Krimis today, like Jacob Arjouni in Happy Birthday, Turk! published in 1987, books set in cities
or in rural areas, psychological crime or crime during the Nazi era. David Young's Stasi Child was a British addition to the genre.
Ruth Dudley Edwards on Why the Easter Rising was Wrong but Wromantic related to her
recent book on the leaders of the Easter Rising. Her exposition of the characters, attitudes and
actions of these 6 men was fascinating. She showed the enormous diversity of the aims of these
leaders and their total inability to see how contradictory their views of a future Ireland were. Her
comments on the MODE ( most oppressed people ever) theory of Irish history were trenchant.
She does see glimpses of a more grown up attitude in the commemorating of the Rising this year
not the celebration.
Report by Jennifer Palmer and Carol Westron
Saturday
How Do You Like Your Murder: Golden Age Style or Gritty Noir?

Panel: Steven Dunne, Christopher Fowler, Colin Winnette, Jane Finnis,
Participating Moderator: Guy Fraser-Sampson
This rather continued the arguments from the earlier panel on Do You Think You are Cosy? Here the panel looked
at books that had inspired them and led them towards the areas about which they wanted to write. These authors
included Edmund Crispin, Ngaio Marsh, Raymond Chandler, Robert Graves (I, Claudius) and Anthony Berkeley.
The lasting appeal of the Golden Age was clear and they discussed its enduring and endearing appeal. Steven saw
his hero as a Golden Age hero operating in a Brit Noir setting and described DI Brooke as a man who spends his
life doing a job that is destroying him. Christopher described himself as cherry-picking from the Golden Age. Jane
felt attracted to the Golden Age by its lack of gratuitous sex and violence.
When it came to noir, Colin saw the gripping aspects of noir as useful to get across the point of view of the murderer not the victim, while, for Steven, the victim's viewpoint was what he wanted to emphasise. Christopher said,
in his case, the banality of death makes it necessary for the writer to add drama. Jane said their was little 'noir' in
her writing but admitted that she had had a human sacrifice in her first book, and raised a laugh by adding jokingly, 'But it was very tastefully done.'
Each writer was asked to suggest a word that he or she was proud to have used in the hope of perpetuating it. Steve
offered penumbrous, Jane blockhead, Christopher hesperidian, Colin hizzen and Guy epicene!
Report by Jennifer Palmer and Carol Westron.
Saturday
Once upon a Crime: Long Long Ago
The combination of writers who were focused on different historical eras gave a nicely varied discussion. We had
Shona MacLean with 1650s London, Linda Stratmann and Oscar de Muriel in the late Victorian period and Rod
Reynolds 1946, based on the Texas/Arkansas border; the moderator, Frances Brody's series is set in the 1920s. All
the panellists have done a great deal of research about their eras, with Shona using contemporary materials
(broadsheets, pamphlets etc.) to get the voice of ordinary people.
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Panel: Shona Maclean, Oscar de Muriel, Rod Reynolds, Linda Stratmann
Participating Moderator: Frances Brody.
Linda also researched by reading Victorian materials to understand the division between what the Victorians wanted
to do and what they were told they should do. Oscar especially examined the setting - Edinburgh Castle in the snow
was a valuable experience for a man from Mexico City who had never seen snow before, and Edinburgh in the 19th
century seemed ,in its extremes of wealth and poverty, very like Mexico City today! Rod had based his book on a
series of real-life killings which meant that he had to write about a town in America that, initially, he had never
seen! Rod spoke movingly about visiting the town in which he'd set his book and discovering the original part was
deserted as the town had expanded outwards, this left the 1940s bit deserted and partially derelict but still recognisable. When asked how he got the authentic voices he explained that he found podcasts with authentic Texan voices
very helpful. All the writers valued research but felt it had to be relegated to being a flavour or perfume in the background of the actual novel. They were all aware that in the enjoyment of setting and interaction of characters the
need for a crime and investigation can get forgotten when it must be paramount.
Report by Carol Westron
Sunday
The Indie Alternative
Panel: Rachel Abbott, Rachel Amphlett, Martin Granger, David Penny
Moderator: Zoe Sharp.
Again the Indie Alternative proved to be one of the liveliest and most interesting panels, despite its position first
thing on a Sunday morning. First of all the panellists were asked to describe their books. David's is set in Moorish
Spain and he said the scene and setting came first and the characters followed. Rachel Amphlett said that her whole
series is set around energy protection. Rachel Abbott explained that she never intended to write a series but when
she had a murder in the first chapter of her first book she needed a policeman. She considers that her books are
about the perpetrator and the victims, the cop is there to investigate and sometimes to solve the crime. Martin said
that he had a lot of documentary experience and so his protagonist is a film journalist. He said that there was a story
that the BBC would not let him tell so he told it concealed as fiction instead.
When asked why they took the Indie route, Rachel Abbott replied that she was fifty-nine when she sold her business
and started writing and she didn't want to put herself through the agent/publisher torture. David said that he came
back to writing after a 'sabbatical' of thirty-five years and he was unwilling to go through the process of application
and waiting eighteen months to possibly see his book in print. He added that the publishing industry is in the
process of undergoing a 'sea change' and Indie is a viable alternative. Rachel Amphlett said that her genre was not
popular at the time she first self-published her books and she chose Indie publishing because she was impatient and
wanted to publish on her own terms. She explained how after eighteen months she had written herself a business
plan and had successfully relaunched all her books. Martin said that he had taken a different route and was
published by Red House, a publishing house that asked the writer to pay the costs of the print run.
The panel all emphasised the importance of a good marketing plan. They had all had to learn to be organised and
entrepreneurial. They also stressed the importance of good research and getting the facts right.
Zoe mentioned that Day of the Jackal had been turned down by every publishing house in London and asked what
attitudes they had encountered from readers and other authors. David said that things were changing and that Indie
authors were not so often treated as second-class citizens. However Rachel Abbott said that many authors still
believed that people were Indie published because they had no other option and this was still a barrier to get
through. It is interesting that she has experienced this, although she did not mention it, she has sold over 1.8 million
copies and is fourteenth best-selling author on Amazon's Kindle in the last five years! Martin pointed out that most
people in the street don't have a clue – or care – who published a book as long as it is a high quality product.
Continued on page 28…….
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Bristol Crimefest 2016 – New Authors
by Radmila May

The 2016 Bristol Crimefest took place at the Bristol Royal Marriott Hotel from May 19th to May 22nd on a cold
and rather wet weekend. In this article I shall concentrate on first time authors many of whom featured in the Debut Authors – An Infusion of Fresh Blood panels with which each day’s proceedings began. However, I shall also
include first-time writers who appeared on other panels. Where the information is available I am including the
title of the novel and the author’s website address etc.
Debut Authors panels
The first panel was on Thursday 19th and was moderated by the journalist and crime reviewer Jake Kerridge. It
featured Simon Booker, Michael Grothaus, Rod Reynolds, Michelle Davies and Vaseem Khan. Simon is a former
scriptwriter whose first novel is Without Trace, a psychological thriller (www.simonbooker.com). Michael
Grothaus is a journalist whose first novel, Epiphany Jones, is about sex trafficking in Hollywood
(www.michaelgrothaus.com). Rod Reynolds’ first book is The Dark Inside (Twitter @Rod_WR). Michelle Davies
writes for women’s magazines and her first novel is called Gone Astray (@michellebuckers on Twitter). Vaseem
Khan has written a lighthearted crime series about the Baby Ganesh agency (www.vaseemkhan.com). Michael
was also on the Dangerous Destinations panel and Vaseem on the Partners and Sidekicks panel.
The second panel was on Friday 20th and was also moderated by Jake Kerridge. It featured Matthew Blakstad,
Corrie Jackson, Kevin Murray, Chris Curran and Sanjida Kay. Matthew is a former actor, and has worked in
online communication and in public service (www.matthewblakstad.com); his first book, Sock Puppet, is described as ‘a riotous thriller for the technological age’. Corrie is a journalist whose first book is a thriller, Breaking
Dead (www.corriejackson.com). Kevin was chief crime reporter on the Johannesburg Star and his first novel, set
in London in 1986, is Blood on the Rose. Former actress, copy editor and teacher Chris’s first novel, Mindsight, is
a psychological thriller (www.chriscurranauthor.com) and Sanjida’s first novel, Bone by Bone, is also a psychological thriller (www.sanjida.co.uk). Matthew was also on the E-crime panel, Kevin on the What Are You Trying
to Say panel, Chris on the Deadly Dames panel, and Sanjida on When Writing About Crime is your Business.
The third panel on Saturday 21st was moderated by the writer and reviewer Laura Wilson. It featured Anja de Jager, James Law, Sarah Ward, Matt Johnson and Yusuf Toporov. Dutch-born Anja, whose father is a retired police
detective, has begun an Amsterdam-set series featuring Lotte Meerman (www. anjadejager.com). James served in
the Royal Navy for many years; his first novel is called Tenacity (www.JSLawBooks.com). Sarah is an online
book reviewer; her first novel, In Bitter Chill, is set in the Derbyshire Peak District (www.crimepieces.com). Former soldier and police officer Matt’s first novel, inspired by his past experiences, is Wicked Game. American
Muslim Yusuf is a playwright and non-fiction writer whose first novel is called Jihadi: A Love Story
(www.yusuftoropov.com). Anja was on the Big Cities, Small Towns, Setting and Atmosphere panel.
The fourth panel was on Sunday 22nd May and was also moderated by Laura Wilson. The authors featured were
Tim Baker, Anna Mazzola, David Young, Aga Lesiewicz and James Silvester. Tim, born in Australia, has lived in
various European locations and has run consular operations for the Australian Embassy in Paris; his first novel,
Fever City, has a U.S. setting. (Twitter: @TimBakerWrites . Anna is a criminal justice lawyer; her first novel, The
Unseeing, is based on the real case of a woman convicted in 1837 of aiding and abetting a murder (Twitter:
@Anna_Mazz). David is a graduate of the City University’s crime writing course; his first novel is Stasi Child
(see the review on the Mystery People website www.mysterypeople.co.uk on the Y page) and is the first of a
Cold War-era series set in East Germany; it was a best-seller and is under option for a TV series. Aga, from Poland, worked in radio and television for many years before turning to crime fiction with her first novel, Rebound
which is based around Hampstead Heath (www.agalesiewicz.com). James has been described as the heir to Le
Carre with a deep interest in the Czech and Slovak republics; his first novel, Escape to Perdition, focuses on the
darker side and personal consequences of espionage (www,jamessilvesterauthor.com). Tim was also on the Using
Real People in Fiction panel, Anna on the Deadly Dames panel, David on the Action, Adventure and Adrenaline
panel and James on the Crimes Against Humanity panel.

Other New Authors

The Bristol Crimefest format consists, for the most part, of two or sometimes three panels running side by side
every day for the whole conference. Where there is a whole day of panels this can amount to 16 or 20 panels each
day. Obviously it is not possible for one person to attend them all (quite apart from exhaustion setting in!) but it
was clear from those I did attend that the panellists included a number of new writers not featured on the Fresh
Blood panels. I have picked out from the Conference Agenda those I think are new writers and writers in other
genres who have turned to crime. Apologies to any new writers I have missed out and to any old hands whom I
mistakenly have categorised as new.
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Some of these writers are indie (ie self-published) authors, others began as self-published but have gone on to being traditionally published.
Rachel Amphlett, White Gold, Indie Authors panel,
www.rachelamphlett.com
Tim Adler, Hold Still, psychological suspense,
Panel: Dark Hearts, Troubled Souls, Morality, Society and Justice in Crime Fiction.
www.timadlerauthor.com.
Jenny Blackhurst, How I Lost You (psychological suspense),
Panel: Sending Shivers down the Spine,
Don’t Look Now.
twitter: @JennyBlackhurst.
Nev Fountain, Painkiller, Panel: What’s so Funny? Humour in Crime Fiction.
www.facebook.com/nev.fountain.
Matthew Frank, If I Should Die, Panel: Dark Pasts: Creating Complex Characters.
www.matthewfrank.co.uk
Kate Medina, White Crocodile, Cambodia-set thriller.
Panel: An Unsuitable Job for a Woman? Does Your Protagonist Know her Place?
www.ktmedina.com
Simon Michael, The Brief, 1960s courtroom thrillers.
Panel: The Swinging Sixties, Crime in an Age of Counterculture, Revolution and Craaaazy, Man.
http://simonmichael.uk
Tara Moore, Fade to Dead. Panel: A Life of Crime, What’s the Appeal of Crime Writing?
www.taramoore.com.
K.A. Richardson, With Deadly Intent. Panel: The Right Side of the Law – Writing Cops and Robbers.
www.kerryannrichardson.com
Susie Steiner, Missing, Presumed. Panel: Call the Cops –
Why do We Love Reading about our Boys and Girls in Blue?
www.susiesteiner.co.uk
Awards
For the Audible Sounds of Crime Award to Paula Hawkins for The Girl on the Train, Random House Audio
Books, read by Clare Corbett, India Fisher, Louise Drealy. For the Kobo eDunnit Award to Michael Connolly for
The Crossing, Orion. For the H. R. F. Keating Award to Martin Edwards for The Golden Age of Murder, Harper
Collins. For the Last Laugh Award, Christopher Fowler, Bryant and May and the Burning Man (Transworld).
And also . . .
There were various other panels which I went to but space (and exhaustion) prevents me from writing about them.
And there were others to which I would have loved to go but the impossibility of being in two or three places at
the same time put paid to that. Among the highlights would have been talks by Ian Rankin, Anne Holt and Peter
James not to mention James Naughtie and Adam Sisman discussing John Le Carre. But it was a great weekend
with good surroundings and lively and interesting company.

The Madam by Jamie Raven
On the 2 June 2016 the book launch for The Madam - which is written under a pseudonym.,
was a big success with a great turn-out.
It took place at Waterstones Bookshop in West Quay, Southampton, where the book is set
and the author lives.
Waterstones put on a tremendous display of the paperbacks.

